Principles of strain {#s1}
====================

In echocardiography, the term 'strain' is used to describe local shortening, thickening and lengthening of the myocardium as a measure of regional LV function. The term originates from the field of continuum mechanics and is used to describe a general 3D deformation of a small cube during a short time interval. The strain tensor has six components (numbers), three of them giving the shortening along three orthogonal axes (*x*, *y*, *z*) in an external coordinate system, and three share strain numbers giving the skew in the *x*--*y*, *x*--*z*, and *y*--*z* planes. By dividing the myocardium into a large number of cubes, the complex and detailed deformation can be described by one strain tensor for each small cube at each time during the cardiac cycle.^[@EHV529C1]^ This description is, however, too detailed for practical use in echocardiography, where there is a need for a limited number of measurable parameters representing the average deformation within a segment of the myocardium. It is more convenient to use an internal coordinate system aligned with the three cardiac axes: longitudinal, circumferential, and radial, and to measure the shortening and elongation in the three directions through the cardiac cycle, with reference to the size at the time of the QRS-complex.

If we denote *L*(*t*) as the segment length along one of these directions at any time *t* in the cardiac cycle and *L*~0~ as initial length, 1D strain is defined as *ɛ*(*t*)= (*L*(*t*)*−L*~0~)/*L*~0~. This is also called *Lagrange strain*, and it is measured by the distance between two material points in the myocardium, both following the motion during contraction and relaxation. Note that positive strain means elongation, whereas negative strain is shortening. To avoid confusion when communicating about strain, it is recommended to refer an increase or decrease in the absolute value of strain.

Strain *ɛ*(*t*) in the myocardium can be measured by tissue Doppler imaging (TDI) or by speckle-tracking echocardiography (STE). The theoretical basis for measuring strain by TDI is that myocardial velocity gradient is an estimate of strain rate, and *natural strain ɛ~N~* can be calculated as the temporal integral of strain rate. Lagrange strain can then be found by the formula *ɛ* = exp(*ɛ*~N~) − 1*.*^[@EHV529C2],[@EHV529C3]^ Speckle-tracking echocardiography utilizes the phenomenon in which natural acoustic markers in grey scale ultrasound images form interference patterns (speckles) within myocardial tissue. These patterns are quite stable over the short time period between two consecutive frames, and the 2D displacement for each point in the myocardium is found by automatic search for similar patterns in the two frames (block matching). This process is repeated for all frames through the cardiac cycle to produce a 2D displacement curve for each point in the myocardium. Subsequently, strains are calculated from each LV segment in circumferential, longitudinal, or radial directions.^[@EHV529C4]^ In 2D STE, only two directions of strain can be measured at a time; e.g. longitudinal/radial from long-axis views, and circumferential/radial from short-axis views. In 3D STE, strain in all three directions is available from the same 3D recording, but with lower temporal and spatial resolution.^[@EHV529C5]^ Currently, 3D strain is undergoing development and is yet not ready for clinical routine use.

Note that strain measurement by STE is only possible for muscular structures which are larger than the resolution cell in the ultrasound image. Thin structures such as the atria will not give reliable regional strain information. However, successful tracking of the cavity boarder with STE can be used to estimate the percentage change in cavity circumference. In this case, average longitudinal strain should correlate well with, e.g. percentage left atrial (LA) circumference change.

Quantification of global and regional left ventricular function {#s2}
===============================================================

Myocardial strain and strain rate using TDI was introduced in the late 1990s,^[@EHV529C2],[@EHV529C3]^ but has several limitations, including angle dependency. Currently, the most widely used strain modality is STE which can track speckles essentially independent of angle. Importantly, the measurements are still angle dependent because radial strain has opposite polarity of longitudinal and circumferential strains. Therefore, with increasing deviation from the major axis, there will be progressive reduction in absolute strain. To avoid underestimation, it is important to minimize foreshortening when using apical views, and in the short axis one should try to obtain circular LV images. Due to poorer spatial resolution in the lateral direction, best strain performance is always achieved in the direction of the ultrasound beam. Furthermore, similar to all measures of myocardial fibre shortening, systolic strain is load dependant and therefore blood pressure should be considered when interpreting measurements of strain.^[@EHV529C3],[@EHV529C6]^ Other sources of variation in strain are age and gender.^[@EHV529C7]^

*Strain rate* may also be measured by STE and has a strong relationship to contractility,^[@EHV529C8],[@EHV529C9]^ but is limited by signal noise and relatively low frame rate which implies that information may be lost. Left ventricular twisting motion may also be measured by STE but this modality needs further development and is not ready for use in clinical routine.

Most laboratories record LV strain in the long axis and use global longitudinal strain (GLS) calculated as the average from all segments, as a measure of global LV function. *Figure [1](#EHV529F1){ref-type="fig"}* shows typical segmental strain traces in a normal heart. Images for GLS are made in standard apical two-, three-, and four-chamber views and aortic valve closure (AVC) is used for timing of end-systole.^[@EHV529C10]^ When regional speckle tracking is suboptimal and recordings need to be rejected in more than two myocardial segments in a single view, the calculation of GLS should be avoided^[@EHV529C10]^ and other methods for measuring global LV function should be used. Normal GLS for most echocardiography systems is reported between 18 and 25% in healthy individuals, a variation, which in part may be explained by inter-software and inter-vendor variability. Technically, good recordings can be achieved along any axis, but interpretation of radial and circumferential strains are complicated by substantial transmural non-uniformity in the normal left ventricle. *Figure [2](#EHV529F2){ref-type="fig"}* illustrates and explains this phenomenon which is entirely a geometric effect and does not imply differences in contractility between LV wall layers. For longitudinal strain, however, such geometrical effects are of less magnitude.

![Segmental strains in apical four-chamber view, showing normal contractions. The color of each trace corresponds to anatomical points on the 2-D color image to the left. The white dotted line represents average strain.](ehv52901){#EHV529F1}

Coronary artery disease: detection of myocardial ischaemia and viability {#s3}
========================================================================

Strain imaging may be applied to diagnose ischaemia by showing reduction in peak systolic strain, but equally important is demonstration of systolic lengthening and post-systolic shortening which are characteristic features of ischaemic dysfunction^[@EHV529C12]^ (*Figure [3](#EHV529F3){ref-type="fig"}*). When reporting values for peak strain from ischaemic segments, it is important to take timing into account, since marked post-systolic shortening may result in near normal peak strain, as illustrated in *Figure [3](#EHV529F3){ref-type="fig"}*. Therefore, end-systolic strain and not peak strain should be used to measure systolic function.

![Left panels: left ventricular short-axis view from a healthy individual showing higher radial strains in inner than outer layer. Right panel: Transmural difference in radial strain is a pure geometrical effect, since reduction in external diameter of a passive circular structure leads to more thickening of inner than outer layers. The figure simulates reduction of inner radius by 25% and the numbers indicate the resulting thickening in inner, mid and outer wall layers.^[@EHV529C11]^](ehv52902){#EHV529F2}

Left ventricular systolic strain is displayed as bull\'s eye plot in *Figure [4](#EHV529F4){ref-type="fig"}* from a patient with acute myocardial infarction. Suboptimal images with noise artefacts complicate data interpretation and the study can be non-conclusive, but in the majority of patients image quality is satisfactory. This implies, however, that there is some degree of subjectivity in the interpretation of strain images. When the issue is whether a patient has ischaemia, the finding of typical strain features of ischaemia in more than just a single segment favours ischaemic dysfunction rather than noise artefacts. This is illustrated in *Figure [5](#EHV529F5){ref-type="fig"}* which shows mild reduction in systolic shortening and post-systolic shortening in several adjacent segments.

![Left panel: Strain by sonomicrometry in an anaesthetized dog model showing normal contraction in the upper left corner. In the upper right corner, a recording during coronary stenosis showing reduced systolic shortening in combination with marked post-systolic shortening, which implies active contraction and therefore viable myocardium. The two lower recordings illustrate dyskinesia during coronary occlusion. The lower left shows early-systolic lengthening, followed by late and post-systolic shortening, consistent with some degree of active contraction. The lower right recording shows myocardium with no active contraction and reflects the effect of the time-varying left ventricular pressure on the passively behaving myocardium ED = end diastole. Modified from Lyseggen^[@EHV529C14]^ and Skulstad.^[@EHV529C15]^ Right panel: myocardial strain by tissue Doppler imaging in a patient with acute anterior myocardial infarction. A series of recordings along the septum are displayed. The color of each trace corresponds to anatomical points on the 2-D images to the left. These traces have features similar to the recordings by sonomicrometry in the left panel, illustrating the ability of strain by echocardiography to reflect myocardial segmental contraction Courtsey of Erik Lyseggen.](ehv52903){#EHV529F3}

![Patient with anterior myocardial infarction. Each trace represents one LV segment. Apical segments are dyskinetic (blue colour in bull\'s eye plot) while other segments are hypokinetic.](ehv52904){#EHV529F4}

An interesting application of GLS is in the evaluation of patients with suspected stable angina pectoris where it was shown to be an independent predictor of significant coronary heart disease, at rest and during dobutamine stress echocardiography.^[@EHV529C16],[@EHV529C17]^ Another promising application of strain imaging is identification of the relatively large subgroup of non ST-elevation myocardial infarction patients with total coronary occlusion, who needs urgent revascularization.^[@EHV529C18]^ Lack of ST elevation in these patients reflects limited sensitivity of electrocardiogram (ECG) in identifying patients with coronary occlusion.^[@EHV529C19]^

Post-systolic strain has been proposed as a marker of viability, but should not be used as a stand-alone index since post-systolic shortening also occurs also in myocardium with transmural necrosis or scar (*Figure [6](#EHV529F6){ref-type="fig"}*). In the latter case, there is typically systolic lengthening, and post-systolic shortening is due to passive recoil when LV pressure is falling during isovolumic relaxation. Furthermore, load-dependent interactions with non-ischaemic myocardium can modify systolic strain.^[@EHV529C20],[@EHV529C21]^ When there is systolic hypokinesia or akinesia indicating some degree of active contraction, post-systolic shortening is attributed to active contraction and reflects viable myocardium.^[@EHV529C14]^ Importantly, a segment which is entirely passive during the first few hours after coronary occlusion, may yet not be irreversibly injured and may recover with reperfusion.^[@EHV529C15]^ In the chronic phase after an infarct, however, an entirely passive strain curve is most likely a sign of scarring. There are limited clinical data to verify these concepts which have been well documented in experimental models.

![Strain imaging in patient with atypical symptoms, no chest pain and no signs of ischaemia in electrocardiogram. Each trace represents one LV segment. Possible inferior wall hypokinesia on grey scale imaging. Strain imaging showed moderately reduced systolic shortening and marked post-systolic shortening in the inferior wall (red circle). The patient was referred for angiography which revealed a subtotal stenosis of the right coronary artery (right panel) and was successfully treated with percutaneous coronary intervention. ES = end systole.](ehv52905){#EHV529F5}

More documentation of added clinical value is needed, however, before strain imaging can be recommended for routine use in the evaluation of patients with chest pain. In spite of promising reports,^[@EHV529C22]^ strain imaging is yet not ready for routine assessment of viability. In some cases, however, the additional diagnostic information provided by strain imaging can be helpful, in particular when other non-invasive tests are non-conclusive. But even for this limited application, interpretations are subjective and the experience which comes from frequent use of the technology is essential.

Cardiomyopathies and sub-clinical left ventricular dysfunction {#s4}
==============================================================

When there is an overt clinical cardiomyopathy with typical findings by conventional echocardiography, strain imaging is usually not needed. In early stages of disease, however, strain imaging can be of considerable help in the diagnostic evaluation and to define prognosis. In a number of cardiac disorders, the ability of GLS to predict cardiovascular outcome may be superior to LVEF.^[@EHV529C26]^ The reason why GLS appears to be more sensitive than LVEF to detect myocardial dysfunction may in part reflect the limited ability of LVEF to assess systolic function in ventricles with hypertrophy. This is well known from patients with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) in whom LVEF may be normal or even supernormal when systolic function is markedly reduced. The same principle applies to other conditions with hypertrophy because hypertrophic ventricles thicken more in absolute terms, which reduces cavity volumes more than in ventricles with normal wall thickness.^[@EHV529C27]^ As an example, a normal ventricle with end-diastolic wall thickness 10 mm and radial strain of 40% and a ventricle with 20 mm wall thickness and with reduced systolic function and reduced radial strain to 20%, will both thicken by 4 mm. This principle is one reason why LVEF may overestimate systolic function in hypertrophic ventricles. Furthermore, since longitudinal myocardial fibres are located predominantly in the subendocardium, which is the wall layer which is most susceptible to ischemia, reductions in longitudinal strain may be found prior to reduction in EF.^[@EHV529C26]^

Prognosis in HCM is closely related to LV function and morphology.^[@EHV529C28]^ In contrast to LVEF which very often is normal in HCM, longitudinal strains are reduced in early stages of the disease, whereas radial and circumferential strains may be preserved (*Figure [7](#EHV529F7){ref-type="fig"}*). Longitudinal strain is reduced at the site of hypertrophy, commonly in the interventricular septum. Current clinical practice guidelines for management of HCM^[@EHV529C29]^ include strain echocardiography for evaluating longitudinal function in early disease. Longitudinal function can be abnormal even before development of increased wall thickness in mutation positive family members^[@EHV529C29]^ (*Figure [7](#EHV529F7){ref-type="fig"}*). The finding of reduced longitudinal strain, particularly in the presence of an abnormal ECG, increases the probability of disease.

![Longitudinal strain by speckle-tracking echocardiography (two-chamber view) in a patient with acute myocardial infarction the day after percutaneous coronary intervention of an occluded left anterior descending coronary artery. Follow-up late enhancement cardiac magnetic resonance (lower left) showed myocardial scarring represented by the white area in apex and anterior wall. Strain curves display typical features of ischaemic dysfunction, ranging from lengthening throughout systole in a segment with transmural infarction and different degrees of dysfunction in other segments. The color of each trace corresponds to anatomical points on the 2-D color image and the white dotted line shows the average of the six strain curves. The yellow curve shows normal contraction in a non-infarcted segment.](ehv52906){#EHV529F6}

The diagnosis of pathological hypertrophy in young healthy athletes is challenging and preliminary data suggest that strain imaging may be of help as reduction in systolic strain, which is typical for HCM, is not found in physiological hypertrophy.^[@EHV529C30]^ Further validation is needed, however, before this application of strain imaging can be recommended as routine. Of the echocardiographic parameters, the single most important discriminator is LV end-diastolic diameter since hypertrophy in HCM occurs at the expense of cavity size, resulting in a small LV cavity (\<45 mm), whereas almost all athletes with physiological LV hypertrophy have concomitant enlargement of the LV cavity (between 55 and 65 mm).^[@EHV529C31]^ Reduced early diastolic mitral annular velocity by tissue Doppler is also consistent with pathological hypertrophy, but cannot be used confirm or refute the diagnosis of physiological hypertrophy in every case.^[@EHV529C32]^

Arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy (ARVC) is diagnosed according to the 2010 Task Force Criteria^[@EHV529C33]^ using different modalities including imaging by echocardiography and cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR). Reduced RV function by reduced RV-free wall strain and a dyssynchronous RV contraction pattern have been shown to be early markers of ARVC,^[@EHV529C34],[@EHV529C35]^ and may help diagnosis in early phases of disease.

Uncomplicated diabetes mellitus is associated with reduced LV longitudinal strain, but preserved radial strain,^[@EHV529C36]^ and reduced GLS may be a marker of risk of diabetic cardiomyopathy.^[@EHV529C39]^ The role of strain imaging in routine evaluation of patients with diabetes remains to be defined.

Cardiotoxicity during chemotherapy {#s5}
==================================

Myocardial toxic effects from chemotherapy has become a leading cause of morbidity and mortality in cancer survivors. Therefore, protection of the heart during chemotherapy by monitoring cardiac function and administration of appropriate therapy has become a major clinical issue. There is, however, no high-level evidence to guide choice of imaging method, how frequently measurements should be done, and there is limited data on efficacy of medical therapy to prevent or reverse LV dysfunction due to chemotherapy. It is general agreement that LVEF should be measured prior to chemotherapy using preferentially echocardiography. Radionuclide imaging is also used, but gives less diagnostic information and is associated with significant ionizing radiation. Patients who develop heart failure during chemotherapy are treated with standard guideline-based heart failure therapy just as any other heart failure patient.^[@EHV529C40]^ For patients who develop asymptomatic LV dysfunction, however, there is not sufficient evidence to give firm recommendations with regard to medical therapy.

When reduction in LVEF during chemotherapy is established, it may be too late for treatment.^[@EHV529C41]^ Importantly, reduction in myocardial strain precede significant change in LVEF.^[@EHV529C42]^ In a recent consensus document from the ASE and EACVI, a practical guide is given for how to apply strain imaging in the evaluation of adult patients who receive cancer therapy, and GLS by STE was the recommended strain parameter for early detection of sub-clinical LV dysfunction.^[@EHV529C43]^ A relative decrease in GLS \>15% compared with baseline is likely to be of clinical significance, whereas a decrease \<8% is not^[@EHV529C43]^ (*Figure [8](#EHV529F8){ref-type="fig"}*). However, although strain imaging may detect sub-clinical myocardial changes, the value of these changes in predicting clinical outcome is still unknown. A combination of strain imaging with ultrasensitive troponin has been proposed.

![Longitudinal strain curves from apical four-chamber view in a 28-year-old male who was positive for a hypertrophic cardiomyopathy-related mutation in the MYBPC3 gene detected by family genetic screening. The color of each trace corresponds to anatomical points on the 2-D color image to the left. Average strain from four-chamber view was 14% (white dotted trace) and global longitudinal strain was 16%, indicating reduced longitudinal function. Ejection fraction was 57%. He was asymptomatic and had no hypertrophy by echocardiography, cardiac magnetic resonance nor by electrocardiography. Green vertical line indicates timing of AVC.](ehv52907){#EHV529F7}

It is recommended to measure LVEF at least prior to chemotherapy, at completion of therapy and 6 months later. For laboratories with competence in strain imaging, it is recommended to measure GLS in addition to LVEF, which will be helpful in cases when LVEF is in the lower normal range and it is difficult to conclude about systolic function. In such cases, the finding of subnormal strain should result in closer monitoring of cardiac function. Not all sub-clinical reduction in LV function may progress to significant dysfunction or heart failure, and there is need for studies which can help to define criteria for clinically relevant changes in strain.

Due to lack of standardization of methodology between vendors, it is essential that each echocardiography laboratory defines a normal range of strain values and ensures high degree of reproducibility. Furthermore, when doing serial evaluations, similar equipment and algorithms for calculating strain should be used.

Risk assessment and prognosis {#s6}
=============================

Prognosis in cardiac disease is closely related to systolic function which is commonly measured as LVEF. An increasing number of studies have suggested that GLS is superior to EF as a measure of LV function and as predictor mortality and cardiac events^[@EHV529C44]^ (*Figure [9](#EHV529F9){ref-type="fig"}*). No absolute values for GLS, that indicate high risk are established, but we suggest that absolute GLS \<12% represent severe systolic dysfunction and adverse prognosis,^[@EHV529C44],[@EHV529C46]^ and \<15--16% seems to represent risk in patients with relatively preserved EF.^[@EHV529C44],[@EHV529C47]^

![Strain imaging for early detection of sub-clinical left ventricular dysfunction during chemotherapy. Modified from Plana *et al*.^[@EHV529C43]^ \*The data supporting the initiation of cardioprotection for the treatment of sub-clinical left ventricular dysfunction is limited.](ehv52908){#EHV529F8}

It was shown in patients with long QT syndrome (LQTS), that large inter-segmental variability in contraction duration, named mechanical dispersion, was associated with increased risk of ventricular arrhythmias.^[@EHV529C48]^ Mechanical dispersion is calculated as standard deviation of contraction duration measured from peak Q wave or start of the R wave in ECG to peak shortening strain in multiple LV segments.^[@EHV529C48]^ Normally, all segments have relatively similar contraction duration and therefore low values for mechanical dispersion. Patients with LQTS and high risk for arrhythmias have larger mechanical dispersion.^[@EHV529C48]^ The LQTS is a cardiac ion channel disease, and has been considered a purely electrical abnormality with high risk of ventricular arrhythmias and sudden cardiac death. Early papers recognized unsuspected mechanical alterations by M-mode echocardiography in LQTS, which were associated with risk of ventricular arrhythmias.^[@EHV529C49]^ These findings were confirmed 20 years later by tissue Doppler imaging and speckle-tracking strain echocardiography, showing that mechanical dispersion in LQTS was associated with risk of arrhythmias^[@EHV529C48],[@EHV529C50]^ and that these patients had a sub-clinical impairment of myocardial function.^[@EHV529C51]^ Mechanical dispersion may be used as an additive parameter for risk assessment in these individuals. The current evidence, however, is not strong enough to support use of mechanical dispersion as an additional criterion when decisions are made regarding implantable cardioverter-defibrillator implantation in LQTS patients. The term mechanical dispersion has also been used to describe and quantify mechanical dyssynchrony in other diseases, including previous myocardial infarction (*Figure [10](#EHV529F10){ref-type="fig"}*) and non-ischaemic cardiomyopathy,^[@EHV529C47],[@EHV529C52],[@EHV529C53]^ and is associated with increased risk of ventricular arrhythmias.

![In patients with preserved left ventricular ejection fraction (\>40%) after myocardial infarction those with absolute global longitudinal strain \<14% had increased risk for the combined endpoint of all-cause mortality and heart failure admission. Months on *x* axis. Modified from Ersboll *et al*.^[@EHV529C44]^](ehv52909){#EHV529F9}

Mechanical dispersion is an index of inter-segmental discoordination of contraction and similar to some other velocity and strain indices which have been used to quantify LV dyssynchrony, it measures variability in time-to-peak shortening. This approach is interesting in particular because it may represent a means to identify high-risk patients with normal or preserved LVEF. In patients with heart failure and in coronary artery disease such as displayed in *Figures [4--6](#EHV529F4 EHV529F5 EHV529F6){ref-type="fig"}*, segmental variation in timing of peak strain is obvious and calculation of mechanical dispersion may not provide much additional information. It remains to be determined if mechanical dispersion is superior to other indices of dyssynchrony to predict risk of ventricular arrhythmias. One strength of mechanical dispersion is that the same recording may be used to measure GLS as a parameter of global systolic function.

Most likely, the aetiology of mechanical dispersion is different in LQTS and in most other conditions. In LQTS, mechanical dispersion may reflect inhomogeneous prolongation of action potential duration which in turn leads to different contraction durations. Potential aetiologies of mechanical dispersion in patients with cardiomyopathy are fibrosis or ischaemia which may cause local delays in electromechanical activation. Furthermore, non-uniform loading conditions in a diseased ventricle may impacts timing of peak shortening. Since dyssynchrony is common in heart failure and is associated with increased risk, we should focus on understanding the underlying pathophysiology.^[@EHV529C54]^ In this regard, indices of dyssynchrony such as mechanical dispersion and other myocardial velocity and strain indices represent important research tools.^[@EHV529C54]^

Heart failure with preserved ejection fraction {#s7}
==============================================

In principle, strain imaging is an excellent modality for evaluation of diastolic function in terms of early-diastolic strain rate which reflects myocardial lengthening rate and untwisting rate which is tightly coupled to restoring forces and diastolic suction.^[@EHV529C55]^ Due to significant signal noise and other technical limitations, however, strain rate cannot replace *e*′ by tissue Doppler as clinical method to estimate LV lengthening velocity.

Global longitudinal strain, however, is a very promising method to identify patients with mild systolic dysfunction which is not reflected in reduced EF. *Figure [11](#EHV529F11){ref-type="fig"}* is from a study which compared longitudinal and circumferential global strain in patients with manifest HFpEF to hypertensives with diastolic dysfunction without heart failure and a group of normal controls, and found lower longitudinal and circumferential peak strain in HFpEF patients.^[@EHV529C59]^ This application of strain imaging has yet not been included in clinical practice guidelines, but it is likely to become a useful application when evaluating patients with unexplained heart failure symptoms.

![Left panel shows synchronous contraction by longitudinal strain in a patient after myocardial infarction. Mid panel shows heterogeneous timing of contraction and pronounced mechanical dispersion in a patient after myocardial infarction with ventricular arrhythmias. Right panel shows better arrhythmia free event rate in those with mechanical dispersion \<75 ms.^[@EHV529C47]^](ehv52910){#EHV529F10}

Valvular heart disease {#s8}
======================

Deciding timing for surgery in asymptomatic moderate-to-severe valvular heart disease is still problematic and is based on symptoms, severity of the lesion and its impact on LV volume and function. The most solid predictor of impaired outcome in regurgitant valvular heart diseases is LV volumes. Furthermore, when LVEF is reduced, it indicates depression of myocardial contractility. Reduction in EF, however, is often a late consequence of valve dysfunction and may even imply irreversible myocardial injury. Currently, there is a shift towards interventions earlier in the disease, and emerging data suggest that strain imaging may identify myocardial injury at an early stage and prior to reduction in EF. As suggested by recent studies, quantification of myocardial function by strain imaging provides added clinical value in mitral- and aortic regurgitation and in aortic stenosis.^[@EHV529C60]^ Since current recommendations for management of valvular heart disease are based mainly on observational studies, there is need for prospective randomized controlled trials,^[@EHV529C63]^ and these should include strain imaging as a more sensitive measure of impaired LV function. Laboratories with experience in strain imaging, however, may already apply this methodology to conclude about LV contractility in patients with EF in the lower normal range, and GLS \<16% indicates reduced contractility. Further validation is needed before firm recommendations can be made regarding routine use of strain imaging in decision making regarding timing of valve surgery and interventions.

Cardiac resynchronization therapy {#s9}
=================================

Several attempts have been made to improve selection criteria for responders to cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT), including testing of various echocardiographic indices, but none of these approaches are proven to improve responder rate.^[@EHV529C64]^ Therefore, current guidelines do not recommend assessment of dyssynchrony by echocardiography in the diagnostic work up for patient selection before CRT.^[@EHV529C65]^ Importantly, in most previous trials dyssynchrony was quantified using indices for timing of peak contraction. More recent studies have focused on the abnormal wall motion patterns which are typical for left bundle branch block using strain imaging. This pattern which includes early-systolic shortening and rebound stretch in the septum, combined with early-systolic lengthening and peak shortening after AVC in the LV lateral wall, predicts response to CRT^[@EHV529C66]^ (*Figure [12](#EHV529F12){ref-type="fig"}*). Furthermore, in patients with left bundle branch block in ECG, the absence of this contraction pattern is associated with a marked increase in risk of adverse events after CRT.^[@EHV529C68]^ In this subgroup which do not show the typical strain pattern, it is possible that QRS widening is caused by mechanisms such as hypertrophy and diffuse fibrosis and therefore these ventricles may not be the optimal target for pacing therapy. It remains to be determined if these and other new insights based on strain imaging may be utilized to improve responder rate to CRT. Future studies should also investigate if strain imaging may be useful in the evaluation of patients after implantation of CRT, as suggested by a recent study which showed that dyssynchrony measured several months after device implantation is associated with serious ventricular arrhythmias.^[@EHV529C53]^

![Left ventricular strain in hypertension and heart failure with preserved ejection fraction (HFpEF). Left panel: average longitudinal and circumferential systolic strain among normal controls (*n* = 50), hypertensive heart disease (*n* = 44) and heart failure with preserved ejection fraction (*n* = 219). Right panel: three categories heart failure with preserved ejection fraction based on left ventricular ejection fraction. \**P* \< 0.0001 vs. controls and between hypertensive heart disease and heart failure with preserved ejection fraction overall for longitudinal strain and circumferential strain. ^\#^*P* \< 0.0002 vs. controls. ^†^Left ventricular ejection fraction-adjusted *P* \< 0.001 compared with controls.^[@EHV529C59]^](ehv52911){#EHV529F11}

Although, at the present stage, cardiac imaging has no proven value in selection of patients for CRT, there is evidence for applying strain imaging to find optimal position for the pacing lead in the LV-free wall.^[@EHV529C65]^ Several studies have demonstrated that a lead position which coincides with the region of latest mechanical activation yields superior outcomes (*Figure [13](#EHV529F13){ref-type="fig"}*).^[@EHV529C65]^ Furthermore, avoiding placing the lateral lead over a transmural scar is important, and a peak radial strain value of \<10% was proposed as a marker of scar.^[@EHV529C69]^

Left atrial strain {#s10}
==================

Left atrial (LA) volume reflects the chronic effect of LV filling pressures over time, but may also be enlarged in healthy athletes and in patients with atrial arrhythmias when filling pressure is normal. Preliminary data suggest that peak LA strain measured by 2D STE may represent a means to evaluate instant LA pressure.^[@EHV529C70],[@EHV529C71]^ Left atrial strain can be measured with high feasibility from apical views by 2D STE^[@EHV529C72]^ (*Figure [14](#EHV529F14){ref-type="fig"}*). Due to the exponential LA pressure--volume relationship, atrial compliance will decrease when pressure is elevated. This is why elevated LA pressure is associated with reduced atrial strain during LV systole (*Figure [14](#EHV529F14){ref-type="fig"}*). The method is somewhat limited by measurement problems related to the pulmonary vein outlets and the LA appendage.^[@EHV529C72]^ More evaluation is needed before LA strain may be recommended for routine clinical use.

![Recording of left ventricular longitudinal strain by speckle-tracking echocardiography in a patient with heart failure and left bundle branch block: there is a characteristic left bundle branch block pattern with early-systolic shortening in the septum (blue arrows), combined with early (pre-stretch) in the lateral wall (yellow arrow), and late peak contraction in the lateral wall (red arrow). AVC, aortic valve closure. Modified from Risum *et al*.^[@EHV529C68]^](ehv52912){#EHV529F12}

Inter-vendor variability {#s11}
========================

A recent study conducted by the EACVI-ASE-Industry Task Force to standardize deformation imaging was recently finished.^[@EHV529C75]^ The study tested the variability of speckle-tracking GLS obtained using different ultrasound machines and software packages, and compared GLS measurement variability with other echocardiographic parameters. Endocardial GLS was measured as this was the only GLS parameter which could be provided by all manufactures. Reproducibility of GLS measurements was good and in many cases superior to the reproducibility of LVEF. However, there was a small but statistically significant variation among vendors (*Figure [15](#EHV529F15){ref-type="fig"}*). This implies that when measuring strain one should take into account the type of echo equipment in use when defining normal reference values. Furthermore, caution should be exerted when companies deliver upgrades of software since this may lead to changes in strain values.^[@EHV529C76]^

![The figure illustrates how radial strain may be used to determine which segments have latest mechanical activation. A left ventricular parasternal short-axis recording is displayed. Strain in anteroseptal segment shows early-systolic thickening (yellow curve). Lateral (light blue), posterior (green and pink), and posterioseptal segments (blue and red) show late thickening, indicating latest activation.](ehv52913){#EHV529F13}

A major limitation of the current state of the technology is that segmental strains vary considerably in different publications and there is lack of sufficiently validated reference values for segmental strain. Variability in segmental strains to a large extent reflects different methodologies between vendors, but differences depending on which wall layers are incorporated in the analysis also contributes. With 3D strain, sampling rates are relatively low and this may influence measurements.

![(*A* and *B*) Left atrial (LA) strain by two different speckle-tracking software. (*A*) Segmental traces of LA strain and average strain (white-dashed trace). Yellow arrow indicates peak strain. Modified from Cameli *et al*.^[@EHV529C74]^ (*B*) Relationship between LA strain and left ventricular end-diastolic pressure.^[@EHV529C73]^](ehv52914){#EHV529F14}

![Average (±standard deviation) global longitudinal strain of all study subjects presented per vendor. The study was done in individuals with normal to severely impaired left ventricular function. As shown in the table, there was a significant differences between most vendors (*P* \< 0.00). Blue dot, *P* \< 0.05.^[@EHV529C75]^](ehv52915){#EHV529F15}

Key points {#s12}
==========

Numerous studies have shown that myocardial strain imaging provides unique diagnostic information. Global longitudinal strain by STE is more sensitive than LVEF as a marker of LV dysfunction. The strain imaging methodology is still undergoing development and further clinical trials are needed to determine if clinical decisions based on strain imaging results in better outcome. With this important limitation in mind, strain may be applied clinically as a supplementary diagnostic method and in the following conditions it appears to be useful.

1.  -- In patients with preserved or normal LVEF, reduced GLS may be used to identify systolic dysfunction.

2.  -- Strain imaging can be used to identify sub-clinical LV dysfunction in individuals who are evaluated for cardiomyopathy. This includes family screening for HCM and the finding of reduced GLS indicates early disease.

3.  -- In patients with valvular heart disease reduced GLS reflects negative impact of the valve lesion on myocardial function prior to fall in LVEF, but so far this application is not recommended for use in clinical routine.

4.  -- Strain imaging is recommended in addition to LVEF in patients undergoing chemotheraphy to identify sub-clinical LV dysfunction.

5.  -- Mechanical dispersion as a measure of dyssynchrony, can identify patients with high risk of ventricular arrhythmias, but this approach is not ready for clinical implementation.

6.  -- Strain may be used to diagnose myocardial ischaemia, but the technology is not sufficiently standardized to be recommended as a general tool for this purpose. In unclear clinical cases, however, it may be considered as a supplementary method.

7.  -- Strain imaging may be applied in patients eligible for CRT to guide placement of the LV pacing lead, but is currently not recommended for selection of CRT responders.

8.  -- Peak systolic longitudinal LA strain is a promising supplementary index of LV filling pressure, but needs further validation in prospective trials.

Directions for the future {#s13}
=========================

Further development of strain imaging should be focused on even better standardization of the methodology between different vendors, and the ongoing development of 3D strain should improve the diagnostic potential from the technology. Furthermore, automated image analysis which takes into account more information than just peak strain is expected to improve the diagnostic power of strain imaging. This applies in particular to myocardial ischaemia where there are so many well-defined features in the strain trace that differs from normal myocardium and this information is wasted when using GLS as the only parameter. Since strain imaging can identify LV dysfunction earlier than conventional methods this opens a new perspective in heart failure prophylaxis and primary prevention with institution of therapeutic measures before the patients develop symptoms and irreversible myocardial dysfunction. Prospective clinical trials should be started to investigate the added clinical value that strain may represent in patient management. In the meantime, strain may be applied in routine clinical diagnostics with the limitations of the technology kept in mind.
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